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ABOUT US

▷ 6 NEW-GENERATION PUBLICATIONS

WRITERS

EDITORS

PUBLICATIONS

▷ MORE THAN 350 WRITERS

▷ 7 EDITORS



MANAGEMENT
TEAM

PHIL HOPKINS
GROUP TRAVEL EDITOR
& ARTS CORRESPONDENT

Phil spent the early part of his career in newspapers, training at the Yorkshire Evening
Post before joining Trent Radio in the East Midlands as a reporter and producer. His
media career continued at Yorkshire Television (ITN) where he produced a weekly arts
show called What’s On.

DR RICHARD TRINDER
MANAGING EDITOR

Richard is the founder of the p.ublished media group. He has a strong background in
delivering international IT projects - having been a CTO in California’s Silicon Valley.
Richard designed the underlying technology on which all the group’s publications are
based and continues to play an active part in the expansion of the group.

ANDREW PALMER
GROUP EDITOR

JAN HARRIS
DEPUTY GROUP EDITOR

Andrew is a former Yorkshire Post journalist having trained with ex Observer editor Donald
Trelford at Sheffield University. He worked on a classical music programme for BBC Radio
Essex and started a number of arts magazines as well as being the founder editor of the
magazine Cathedral Music which he ran for 20 years. In a diverse career he first set out as a
scientist, was a CEO and worked for the CBI running its Yorkshire & Humber office.

Jan has a wealth of experience in industry working in a communications role and
previously running a recruitment consultancy. Jan understands the importance of using
thought leadership content to promote campaigns and her distinctive style makes her
ideal for writing many of the quirky and popular articles on a whole range of issues.



PUBLICATIONS

▷ LAUNCHED 2011

▷ 4 REGIONAL NEWSPAPERS

▷ UK ARTS MAGAZINE

▷ GLOBAL POETRY FOR

CHILDREN MAGAZINE

▷ CONSISTENT 50% YEAR ON

YEAR GROWTH



yorkshiretimes.co.uk



lancashiretimes.co.uk



cumbriatimes.co.uk



northeastpost.co.uk



chimeo.com



dirigibleballoon.org



GROUP STATISTICS

READERSHIP

▷ 2.1 MILLION PAGES MONTHLY

▷ REGULAR READERS > 275,000

READERSHIP PROFILE

▷ 52% FEMALE, 48% MALE

▷ AVERAGE AGE OF READER IS 38

SOCIAL MEDIA

▷ 35,000 FOLLOWERS

GEOGRAPHIC PROFILE

▷ UK : 50%

▷ USA: 25%

▷ ROW : 25%



GROUP STATISTICS

Section Readership

UK 60% USA 20% DE 3% ROW 14%FR 3%

Front Page

18%

Fiction

3%

Lifestyle

13%

SciTech

5%

Arts

19%

Cars

5%

Sports

5%

Business

15%

Travel

15%

Family

7%

Nature

5%

International Readership

Data taken from the age profile of Facebook users who ‘liked’ any of our pages

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+18-24

Women

Age & Gender Profile

Men

20%

0%



GROUP STATISTICS

News Publications Readership

North East Post (255,000)

Lancashire Times (295,000)

Cumbria Times (240,000)

Yorkshire Times (1.2M)

Monthly page reads: (Sept 2023)



SPONSORSHIP

We are not a series of ‘traditional’ titles, preferring to
eschew paid for ‘advertising’ in favour of a more dynamic
approach based on ‘sponsorship’ opportunities.

It means we are not encumbered by the expectations of
advertisers (because we don’t have any!). There are no
‘paid-for’ articles and neither do we accept sponsored
‘links’.

This creates a new type of autonomy. Our writers are
truly independent and there are no tussles between the
editorial and advertising teams, because the latter
doesn’t exist!

However, you CAN sponsor any number of our pages on
a ‘hands-off’ basis meaning you get to be part of our
amazing online newspapers but you can’t influence
editorial policy. That’s the deal!

Oh, and by the way, we are honest and transparent. It’s
why we probably have one of the biggest editorial
‘reaches’ not only in the North, but outside London. We’d
love you to be part of this remarkable success.

Kindly view our SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES on
p.ublished.com

ETHOS



WHAT NEXT?

The Yorkshire Times launched in 2011, almost as a bet:
we won the lottery! Now, we have a raft of online
publications including, at the time of writing, four digital
news and lifestyle papers.

People said it would never work. It has. An army of
writers give us more editorial muscle than half of the
newspapers in the North combined.

Now, we want to consolidate and then in the MEDIUM
TERM we will expand into the East & West Midlands and
further North into Southern Scotland. We won’t do it?
Just watch us!

In the LONGER TERM we will expand further South into
the Home Counties and London.

Our ambition? To be the biggest ‘regional national’ in the
UK. And we’ll do it. Hope you decide to join us on the
journey. We won’t forget those who took a leap of faith
while others watched!


